The Panel Frame by Lawson

Save Time, Money & Make Screen-Stretching Fun & Profitable
Stretching a Panel Frame
to industry standard
tension levels can easily
be done in less than a
minute - with no adhesive,
no expensive equipment,
and no operator
experience
Tired of spending time and money on
cleaning frames instead of printing with
them?
Come unglued with the Lawson Panel
Frame. Stretch a screen in less than a
minute! With no glue and no equipment!
Why Use a Panel Frame?
1. Stretch & Re-Stretch in Minutes
2. No Glue, No Chemicals, No Hassle
3. Reusable Frame & Mesh
4. Save Simple Jobs & Re-Register
5. Save Pre-Press & On-Press Time
6. No Wasted Mesh or Glue
7. Save on Shipping
Panel Frames are light weight, do not
warp and can be re-stretched, in less
than one minute - and no special
training or equipment is required. We
guarantee screen stretching has never
been easier, or your money back!
Panel Frames incorporate a sewn –
not glued – locking strip. The purely
mechanical bonding method is more
chemically resistant than the stretch-nglue method.
The Panel Frame is the easiest self
tensioning screen frame on the market.
without any special adaptor clamps and
can be used on any brand printing press.

The Panel Frame product is the most
innovative screen making system for
t-shirt and garment printers since the
advent of the rollerframe. The Lawson
Panel Frame system reduces your total
screen cost, and also reduces onpress set-up time, clean-up and
storage.

required!

Never before has making
screens been this easy!
The Panel Frame
is the next
generation of
self-tensioning
screen printing
frame. This
revolutionary design
allows the garment
printer to achieve industry
standard tension levels with
a patented locking mechanism.
The mesh panel is equipped with a
locking device on each side. Using a
specially designed tensioning tool, the
locking device is easily leveraged into
place onto the master frame. Screen
tension is preset, and the corners are
automatically softened.
To release the mesh from the
masteframe, simply pop-out by reversing
the process with the tensioning tool.
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Lawson’s Panel Frame & Panel Mesh Technology...

Never before has screen-making been this easy
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Simply snap the panel locking strip into
the locking bar channel.

Place locking bars on all four sides.
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Center panel mesh on all four sides.
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Use the tension tool to stretch and lock in place.
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Stretch and lock each side in place. You’ll hear a nice
“snap” when the locking bar is in it’s proper position.

The entire process will take less than 1 minute. Your
frame will always remain square and flat.

The Lawson Panel Frame has made
screen stretching fun again. Simply
snap the locking strip into the frame
and tension to completion in less than
1 minute! Minimal operator training
required.

Remove & Reuse
The Panel Mesh can be removed, with
the image in place, stored, and then
re-registered and used again. Save
re-burn time for simple repeat jobs.
Re-Stretch Yourself
No need to ship frames back for glue
removal and re-stretching - do it yourself
and save the time and shipping cost.
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